
 

 

Exploring Egypt: 
A Trip Back in Time | 17D / 16N
Ideal For:
Solo Travelers, Couples

When to Go:
October—April
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Welcome to Egypt!

A complicated but fascinating country with some of the most enduring historical monuments on Earth, Egypt 
stands as an unforgettable travel destination. Egypt welcomes you with its mighty Nile and magnificent 
monuments, the beguiling desert and lush delta, and with its long past and welcoming, story-loving people. 
With sand-covered tombs, austere pyramids, and towering Pharaonic temples, Egypt brings out the explorer 
in all of us. Visit the Valley of the Kings in Luxor, where Tutankhamun’s tomb was unearthed, and see the 
glittering finds in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. Hop off a Nile boat to visit Dendara, Edfu, or one of the other 
waterside temples, cross Lake Nasser to see Ramses II’s masterpiece at Abu Simbel, or trek into the desert 
to find the traces of Roman trading outposts. You never know – your donkey might stumble across yet 
another find, for that is the way many previous discoveries were made.
Egypt once ruled an empire from Al Qahira – Cairo, the City Victorious. The metropolis is packed with soaring 
minarets and medieval schools and mosques, some of the greatest architecture of medieval Islam. At the 
same time, Egypt’s native Christians, the Copts, have carried on their traditions that in many respects – such 
as the church’s liturgical language and the traditional calendar – link back to the time of the pharaohs. Tap 
into the history in Cairo's early churches and in remote desert monasteries.
The coast along the Red Sea has a rugged desert beauty above the waterline and a psychedelic vibrancy 
below – rewarding to explore on a multiday outing to one of the globe’s great dives or on an afternoon’s 
snorkeling jaunt along a coral wall. There is even more space and just as much beauty in Egypt’s vast 
deserts. Whether you’re watching the sun rise between the beautiful shapes of the White Desert or the 
shimmering horizon from the comfort of a hot spring in Siwa Oasis, Egypt’s landscapes are endlessly 
fascinating.
The old saying that Egypt is the gift of the Nile still rings true: Without the river, there would be no fertile land, 
no food, and a lot less electricity. Although people's lives are increasingly physically detached from the water, 
the Nile still exerts a uniquely powerful role. Luckily for visitors, the river is also the perfect place from which 
to see many of the most spectacular ancient monuments, which is one reason why a Nile cruise remains 
such a popular way to travel.



Your Itinerary at a Glance
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Date Activities City | Hotel
Day 1 VIP Meet & Greet + Private Hotel Transfer Alexandria | Steigenberger Cecil 

Day 2 Private Full-Day Tour of Alexandria Alexandria | Steigenberger Cecil 

Day 3 Visit to El Alamein + Afternoon at Leisure Alexandria | Steigenberger Cecil 

Day 4 Transfer to Fayoum Oasis + Guided Tour Fayoum | Lazib Inn Resort & Spa

Day 5 Private Full-Day Tour of Fayoum Oasis Fayoum | Lazib Inn Resort & Spa

Day 6 Fly: Cairo > Hurghada + Transfer to Hotel  El Gouna | La Maison Bleu 

Day 7 Day at Your Leisure El Gouna | La Maison Bleu 

Day 8 Day at Your Leisure El Gouna | La Maison Bleu 

Day 9 Transfer to Esna + Board Dahabeya Boat Esna | Menroe Dahabeya Boat

Day 10 Visit the Tombs of El-Kab Nile River | Meroe Dahabeya 

Day 11 Day at Leisure Aboard Dahabeya Boat Nile River | Meroe Dahabeya 

Day 12 Visit the Temple of Horemheb Nile River | Meroe Dahabeya 

Day 13 Visit to Kom Ombo Temple Aswan | Meroe Dahabeya Boat

Day 14 Disembark Boat + Transfer to Hotel in Cairo Cairo | Kempinski Nile Hotel

Day 15 Full-Day Tour of Cairo: The Giza Pyramids & More! Cairo | Kempinski Nile Hotel

Day 16 Full-Day Tour of Cairo: The Egyptian Museum & More! Cairo | Kempinski Nile Hotel

Day 17 Transfer to Airport + Fly: Cairo > Home Cairo | None
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 1 | Welcome to Alexandria!
Alexandria is the second largest city of Egypt, and stretches for nearly 20 miles along the coast of 
Mediterranean Sea. While often not the first thought of destination for ancient relics, Alexandria 
holds immense historical artifacts and sights, including the Catacombs of Kom ash-Shuqqafa, 
Montaza Palace, and the Citadel of Qaitbay. Upon arrival, you will be picked up on the airport 
runway and transferred to the VIP lounge as wait for assistants to clear your visa through customs. 
Upon clearance, you will be transferred to your hotel to rest up before you begin your journey.
Overnight: Steigenberger Cecil Hotel | Meals: None

 
Day 2 | Explore the Best of Alexandria
After breakfast, explore the Catacombs of Kom ash-Shuqqafa, which was discovered in 1900. This 
site the largest known Roman burial grounds in Egypt.  They consist of three tiers of tombs and 
chambers cut into the rock to a depth of about 35 meters. These tombs were constructed during the 
2nd century and was likely a family crypt, but later expanded to hold more than 300 corpses.  There 
is even a banquet hall inside, where grieving relatives paid their last respects. Another visit includes 
Pompey’s Pillar, a massive 25-meter high pink granite column. What was once an acropolis, topped 
by the Temple of Serapis and surrounded by subsidiary shrines and buildings, including Cleopatra’s 
library, now features excavated subterranean galleries, the ruins of the Temple of Isis, a couple 
sphinxes, a nilometer, and Pompey’s Pillar. After lunch, visit the Roman Amphitheater — the only 
Roman theater in Egypt — discovered recently. The terraces, arranged in a semicircle around the 
arena, have been seemingly well preserved. A Polish team of scientists are still excavating the site 
to this day. The final stop includes a visit the Alexandria Library; this architectural marvel has a 
similar resemblance to a sundial, and a planetarium which protrudes from the ground, representing 
a second sun rising.  Inside you'll find a depth of information about ancient Alexandria, including 
various museums, the planetarium, multiple temporary art exhibits, and manuscript restoration lab.
Overnight: Steigenberger Cecil Hotel | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 3 | Discover the Battlegrounds of El Alamein
This morning, head back in time to 1942 to discover the village of El Alamein and the great battles 
that took place during World Word II. Two battles took place at El Alamein, which ultimately resulted 
in the defeat of Axis forces. Nearly 36,000 armed service members were either injured, killed, or 
held prisoner during the battles. Today, the village holds multiple memorial sites to pay tribute to the 
fallen Allied soldiers that rest there. In the afternoon, explore the area at your leisure.
Overnight: Steigenberger Cecil Hotel | Meals: Breakfast

 
Day 4 | Transfer to Fayoum Oasis + Afternoon at Leisure 
In the morning, you will be transferred to Fayoum Oasis with a private guide to accompany you for 
points of interest along the way. In the afternoon, take some time to relax at Lazib Inn Resort and 
Spa with on-site pools, endless drink selections and beautiful lounge areas. 
Overnight: Lazib Inn Resort and Spa | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
 
Day 5 | Discover Fayoum Oasis
In the morning, discover the Wadi Rayyan Protected Area & Wadi al-Hittan, a valley with the earliest 
pre-historic whale fossils ever discovered. The area is rich in wildlife, including white gazelles, 
Egyptian gazelles, sand foxes, and rare species of birds. In the 1960s, Egyptian authorities created 
three lakes in the Wadi Rayyan depression to hold excess water from agricultural drainage. 
Overnight: Lazib Inn Resort and Spa | Meals: Breakfast
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 6 | Depart for Hurghada 
The morning you will be transferred to the Cairo airport for a short flight to Hurghada. In Hurghada, 
you will be assisted upon arrival and transferred via private luxury vehicle to your hotel in El Gouna. 
El Gouna is a self-contained holiday town and probably the best-run resort in Egypt. The brainchild 
of Egyptian billionaire Onsi Sawiris, it is built around lagoons and waterways, ensuring there are 
plenty of beaches and many places have views of the water. El Gouna is frequented by Egypt's chi-
chi set and Europeans alike. Boasting 16 hotels, an 18-hole golf course, plenty of villas, and 
boutique shopping, restaurants and bars galore, it's about as far removed from Egypt's usual chaotic 
hustle as you can get. Enjoy smoking shisha on a marina terrace overlooking the water after a day 
of relaxing on the beach and/or diving.
Overnight: El Gouna @ La Maison Bleue | Meals: Breakfast

 
Day 7—8 | Free Days to Explore Hurghada 
Take the next 2 days to explore El Gouna and Hurghada. Plucked from obscurity during the early 
days of the Red Sea’s tourism drive, the fishing village of Hurghada is a convenient destination for 
combining a diving holiday with the Nile Valley sites. Further offshore there is still superb diving 
aplenty; and the southern resort area and Sigala's sparklingly modern marina have maintained 
Hurghada's sheen.
Overnight: El Gouna @ La Maison Bleue | Meals: Breakfast
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 9 | Explore the Valley of the Kings & Queens + Discover Luxor + Board the 
Dahabeya
After checking out of your hotel, you’ll be transferred via private luxury vehicle to Luxor. Luxor is 
often called the world’s greatest open-air museum, but that comes nowhere near describing this 
extraordinary place. Nothing in the world compares to the scale and grandeur of the monuments 
that have survived from ancient Thebes. The setting is breathtakingly beautiful, the Nile flowing 
between the modern city and west-bank necropolis, backed by the enigmatic Theban escarpment. 
Scattered across the landscape is an embarrassment of riches, from the temples of Karnak and 
Luxor in the east to the many tombs and temples on the west bank. Thebes’ wealth and power, 
legendary in antiquity, began to lure Western travelers in the 18th century. You and your private 
guide will also explore the incomparable Valley of the Kings and Queens, where you will tour some 
of the tombs of the ancient Pharaohs. The west bank of Luxor had been the site of royal burials 
since around 2100 BC, but it was the pharaohs of the New Kingdom period (1550–1069 BC) who 
chose this isolated valley dominated by the pyramid-shaped mountain peak of Al-Qurn (The Horn). 
Once called the Great Necropolis of Millions of Years of Pharaoh, or the Place of Truth, the Valley of 
the Kings has 63 magnificent royal tombs, including the tomb of King Tut, each quite different from 
the other.
Next, head south to Esna, where your guide will take you on a guided tour of Khnum Temple. The 
temple now stands in the middle of the modern town at a level about nine meters below that of the 
surrounding grounds. However, texts mentions that it was built on the site of a temple that may have 
been constructed as early as the reign of Tuthmosis III. The present structure dates to the Greek 
and Roman periods and is one of the latest temples to have been built by the ancient Egyptians. 
Though only the hypostyle hall was excavated by  Auguste Mariette, it is well preserved. Other 
remains of the temple lie buried beneath the surrounding buildings of the modern town. After lunch, 
your journey aboard a Dahabeya boat will begin. Cruising down the Nile River, you will be enthralled 
by the stunning power and natural beauty of this powerful river. Settle in to your suite as you enjoy a 
pleasant cruise on the Meroe, the most luxurious dahabeya boats in the fleet. 
Overnight: Meroe Dahabeya Boat | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 10 | Visit the Tombs of El-Kab
This morning, the journey continues to El-Kab to visit the tombs of the governors of the ancient city, 
the ruins of the temple where Hathor and Horus used to meet. Lunch will be served on board during 
the cruise to Edfu. After, take a quick visit to Edfu Temple, dedicated to the falcon god Horus. The 
temple of Horus at Edfu is the most completely preserved Egyptian temple. One of the last great 
Egyptian attempts at monument building on a grand scale, the temple dominates the west-bank 
town, although Edfu’s more modest structures crowd in on its enclosure wall. End the day with a 
fantastic fire-side barbecue on a beach on Fawaza Island.
Overnight: Meroe Dahabeya | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

 
Day 11 | Day of Leisure Aboard Meroe Dahabeya 
Enjoy today at leisure aboard the Meroe dahabeya. Along the gentle cruise, there will be 
opportunities to visit a small island, swim, or simply swing on a hammock and take in the views. 
Overnight: Meroe Dahabeya | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 12 | Explore the Temples of Silasila
After breakfast, venture off the boat to explore the many temples, tombs, and caves that make up 
Silasila. Among them is one small temple in particular for Horemheb, a chapel dedicated to the 
pharaoh Horemheb and seven deities, including the local god Sobek. There is also the chance to 
explore the ancient quarry nearby where the temple stones were extracted. Enjoy the afternoon at 
leisure aboard the Meroe dahabeya.

Overnight: Meroe Dahabeya | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

 
Day 13 | Tour of Kom Ombo Temple
This morning, head off the boat to visit Kom Ombo Temple dedicated to both Sobek and Haroeris 
the crocodile and falcon god, respectively. The double temple, which sides are mirror images, was 
constructed during the Ptolemaic dynasty (180–47 BC), with a few additions being made later during 
the Roman period. Each side of the temple had courts, halls, sanctuaries and rooms duplicated for 
two sets of gods. Enjoy the afternoon at leisure aboard the Meroe dahabeya.

Overnight: Meroe Dahabeya | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 14 | Transfer to Cairo + Leisure Time
Today you will disembark the Menroe Dahabeya to meet your driver for a short transfer to Aswan 
airport for your flight to Cairo. Upon arrival in Cairo, you’ll be transferred to your hotel for the 
evening. Cairo is the capital and largest city of Egypt, and the city’s metropolitan area is the largest 
in the Middle East and the Arab World and 15th largest in the world. Cairo is most often associated 
with Ancient Egypt, as the famous Giza Complex and the ancient city of Memphis are located in the 
geographical area. Cairo has long been a center of the region’s political and cultural life, and is also 
named as “the city of a thousand minarets” for its preponderance of Islamic architecture. 
Overnight: Kempinski Nile Hotel | Meals: Breakfast

 
Day 15 | Discover the Pyramids of Giza & Tour the Solar Boat Museum
This morning, head back into history with your guide as you discover the Pyramids at Giza. As you 
stand beside these incredible Egyptian monuments, you will marvel at the size of the Giza pyramids 
and the magnitude that went into their construction. View the inscrutable Sphinx with the body of a 
lion and the face of a man. Carved from a natural rock, the Sphinx is 190 feet long and 66 feet tall at 
its highest point. It faces the rising sun in the east, symbolizing the return of life each day. In the 
afternoon, explore the astonishing Solar Boat Museum, housing some of the oldest known ships in 
the world. Many of these boats were buried for over 4,500 years, only to be recently uncovered.
Overnight: Kempinski Nile Hotel | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
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Detailed Itinerary 

Day 16 | Visit the Egyptian Museum, the Citadel, and Khan el-Khalili
After breakfast, take time to explore the Egyptian Museum. Although located in the heart of Cairo, 
the museum has a pleasing atmosphere of the ancient time of the Pharaohs. There is a beautiful 
contrast between the well-trimmed garden and the facade of the museum, designed by a French 
architect in a classical style. The Museum houses the world’s most important collection of Egyptian 
antiquities from 2700 BC to the 6th century AD. There are thousands of statues, jewels, and artifacts 
from nearly every period of ancient Egypt. Admire the amazing treasures of the young king, 
Tutankhamen, including his famous mask made of solid gold and in a perfect state of preservation. 
Following lunch, visit Khan el-Khalil, considered to be the largest and oldest Bazaar in Cairo. Built in 
1382 by Sultan Barquq’s Master Garkas El Khalili, it became known as the Turkish Bazaar during 
the Ottoman period. Khan El Khalili extends in part over the site of the now vanished Fatimid 
Palaces, which covered an area of 400,000 sq. m. and used to house 12,000 domestics. Khan El 
Khalili has always attracted foreign merchants, Jews, Armenians, Persians, and non-Egyptian 
Arabs, and so it is not surprising that today it is Cairo’s tourist bazaar. Lined with tiny shops selling 
gold, silver, gems, spices, perfume oils, carpets, leather goods it is an exotic as well as rewarding 
experience, where bargaining is the name of the game. In the evening, enjoy a leisurely cruise on 
the Nile as you take in the sights and sounds of Cairo from a new perspective: The world-famous 
Nile River!
Overnight: Kempinski Nile Hotel | Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

 
Day 17 | Depart Egypt 
The morning is yours to explore Cairo. In the afternoon, you will be transferred to the Cairo airport 
where you will be assisted upon arrival and escorted to the VIP lounge to await your flight home. 
Overnight: None | Meals: Breakfast

End of Services
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Inclusions
What Is Included

• VIP Meet & Greet upon arrival in Alexandria + Entry visa to Egypt
• Luxury transfer to your hotel upon arrival
• 3 nights @ Steigenberger Cecil Hotel (Junior Suite)
• Two-day Private Tour of Alexandria
• Transfer to Fayoum Oasis
• Private Guide in Fayoum Oasis
• 2 nights @ Lazib Inn Resort & Spa (Oasis Suite)
• Transfer to Cairo airport + assistance at the airport
• Domestic flight from Cairo to Hurghada
• Airport assistance upon arrival in Hurghada 
• Transfer to your hotel in Hurghada
• 3 nights @ La Maison Bleu El Gouna (Standard Room)
• Luxury transfer to Esna
• Private Tour of Khnum Temple
• 4 nights aboard Meroe Dahabeya Boat (Luxury Nile View Room)
• Tours of El-Kab, Edfu, Temple of Gebel Silsila, Kom Ombo Temple, and Horemheb
• Transfer to Aswan airport + assistance at the airport
• Luxury transfer to your hotel upon arrival
• 3 nights @ Kempinski Nile Hotel (Deluxe Nile)
• Full-Day Tour of Pyramids of Giza, Solar Boat Museum & Pyramid of Sakkara
• Full-Day Tour of Egyptian Museum, The Citadel, and Khan el-Khalil
• Evening water taxi on the Nile River
• Transfer to Cairo airport + airport assistance for flight home
• VIP Luxury lounge at Cairo Airport
• Breakfast every day
• Services of a private English-speaking Egyptologist throughout

What Is NOT Included
• International Flights to/from Egypt
• Meals not listed on the itinerary
• Items of a personal nature + souvenirs
• Tips & gratuities for guides, staff, and drivers
• Any additional expenses not listed above
• Trip Insurance > Highly Recommended!
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Price 

Prices vary depending on time of year, group size, length of the trip, accommodation preferences, 
and more. Please contact Nomad Hill to receive a customized quote. 

Legal Information 
 
Please visit our website to review our current terms and conditions.
 

Contact Information 

Nomad Hill
Email: Travel@NomadHill.com
Toll Free: 888.396.6623
International: +1.646.568.5792


